Toxic Free Bath Toy Hailed By Parents For Children
With Learning Problems
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Though challenging for parents to raise kids with learning troubles, one novel bath
toy is helping parents throughout the US, with some discussing in their the Amazon
Marketplace reviews...
(Newswire.net -- October 23, 2015) Las Vegas, LAS VEGAS -- To offer the assistance and
aid parents need for developing their kid's learning abilities, the non-toxic bath toy in
question has actually been specifically designed for moms and dads and families with
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autistic children or merely those with learning problems, though infants from several
months old have actually additionally begun to have fun with the toy. Moms and dads are
given all the excellent reasons to purchase this non-toxic toy according to over 250 Amazon validated reviews. A.S has
actually said in their five star review: "This vibrant and attractive letters and numbers set helped our child learn the
alphabet, and learn ways to count and spell. This toy additionally helps her to identify various colors, while having fun
all the way to bedtime."

Nevada-based retail business spokesperson and co-director for Freddie and Sebbie , Mr Neil Speight, recently spoke
of their bath toy's success during an online press conference. He explained how today's parents were looking to find
children's toys not just for fun, but also educational. He added: "The majority of moms and dads probably understand
that aside from playing, kids also enjoy discovering. The luxury 36 piece set of foam bath figures are perfectly designed
to help them with both aspects. This luxury set makes kids' bath time a more relaxing and satisfying experience. Bath
time is definitely a terrific learning chance that moms and dads shouldn't miss out on."

However moms and dads and grandparents of autistic kids have also offered their complete support for the academic
bath toy made by Freddie and Sebbie . S.L, who additionally offered an optimum 5.0 from 5 stars, said that her
Grand son really liked the numbers and letters. She includes: "My grand son is autistic and just turned 6 years old. He
simply loves these foam numbers and letters, specifically the numbers. He likes to hold a set of numbers up and say
25, or 82, and so on. I'm sure you may have been expecting possibly an evaluation on a young child or pre-k
youngster. Just know that these work well in the tub (although he enjoys taking them with him after getting out of the
bath). The colors assist considerably for the visual part of learning, they do exactly what they should, and they help
teach him to spell and count. And hey, they always put a smile on his sweet face!"

Aside from the toys' non-toxic function, the the Amazon Marketplace item description reveals that the letter and number
set has actually been crafted using the finest, safest and highest quality materials ensuring dependability, security and
quality. The bath foam numbers and letters by Freddie & Sebbie also includes a toy organizer, which can be easily
hung on the shower unit. Neil concluded by saying that kid's bath time would become more pleasurable, and learning
would be more productive, while having fun with the bath foam letters and numbers set.

More information about the bath toy product, along with scores of favorable bath letters reviews can be discovered on
the Freddie and Sebbie unique shop on Amazon.com, with further images and company details seen on their site,
freddieandsebbie.com.

For further information about the Freddie and Sebbie’s Bath Letters, Numbers and Bath Toy Organizer, backed by a

lifetime no-hassle free replacement guarantee, please visit: http://www.amazon.com/Bath-Letters-Numbers-WithOrganizer/dp/B00IMN8SW4/
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